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INTRODUCTION 

Set up in 1999 in the United Kingdom  
(UK), the National Institute for Health  
and Care Excellence (NICE) provides  
guidance to the National Health  
Service (NHS), local authorities,  
healthcare charities, and healthcare  
professionals on the most effective  
ways to prevent, diagnose, and treat  
disease and ill health, while offering  
the best value for money and reducing  
inequalities and variation.1 These  
guidances incorporate the technology  
appraisals that assess the clinical  
and cost-effectiveness of health  
technologies according to a rigorous  
methodological guideline.2 NICE  
guidance is mandatory for healthcare  
providers within the UK and often  
serves as an example for health  
technology assessment (HTA)  
agencies worldwide.

In the development of these  
guidances, manufacturer submissions  
are requested to demonstrate the  
clinical and cost-effectiveness of the  
healthcare technology, and, together  
with other stakeholder submissions,  
are reviewed by the Evidence Review  
Group (ERG) assigned to that appraisal;  
in the case of multiple technology  
appraisals (MTA), a new cost- 
effectiveness model is developed  
by the ERG. The decision in  

recommending the technology is  
reached by the Review Committee  
based on the submitted evidence  
and its assessment according to the  
process guidelines.3,4

In recent years, the evaluation of  
cancer treatments has represented  
a large proportion (approximately  
30%) of technology appraisals.  
This is due to the decision of the  
Department of Health at the end  
of 2007 to refer “all new cancer  
drugs and significant new licensed  
indications” to NICE, preferably  
in parallel with licensing, if “there is  
a sufficient patient population and  
evidence base on which to carry  
out an appraisal and that there is  
not a more appropriate alternative  
mechanism for appraisal.”5 At the  
same time, the assessment of cancer  
treatments and the decision rules  
applicable for the assessment of  
end-of-life treatments have been in  
the centre of debates resulting in  
the establishment of the “end-of-life  
criteria” and in the setup of the Cancer  
Drugs Fund. The establishment of the  
end-of-life criteria in 2009 allows the  
differential treatment of technologies  
aiming to extend life in patients  
with short life expectancy, and those  
that are licensed for small numbers  
of patients with incurable illnesses,  

by placing a higher value at the end  
of life, and, as a result, allowing for  
the use of a higher cost-effectiveness  
threshold.6 The Cancer Drugs  
Fund was set up in 2011 for the  
reimbursement of cancer drugs that  
were not recommended by NICE.

These developments highlight  
the importance of discussions  
and research in the key aspects  
of technology appraisals of cancer  
treatments, such as the evaluation  
of quality of life through established,  
preference-based generic instruments  
resulting in utility values. In addition,  
issues regarding the methods and  
the face validity of the utility values  
have received more emphasis in  
the recent appraisals, for example,  
that some of the utility values  
measured in clinical trials in oncology  
patients are too similar to that of  
the general public.

Previous research highlighted the  
potential issues with the use of utility  
values in the cost-effectiveness studies  
in oncology and the application of the  
NICE reference case in the technology  
appraisals, as described in the NICE  
methodological guideline.7–10 A review  
by Tosh et al.10 examined the utility  
values in the NICE technology  
assessments up to 2008, comparing  
the methodology to the 2004 NICE  



reference case. This review identified  
multiple issues and a large scope  
for improvement. A more recent review  
of NICE technology appraisals from  
the perspective of mapping found  
poor reporting of mapping methods  
and a falling proportion of appraisals  
using mapping.11

The aim of this study was to assess  
the use and elicitation of utility  
data in the current NICE technology  
appraisals of advanced oncology  
treatments in light of the current  
guidelines. Extrapolation methods  
will be assessed in an upcoming  
issue of The Evidence Forum.

GUIDELINES FOR UTILITIES  
AND EXTRAPOLATION

Published in 2013, the current NICE  
methodological guideline is similar  
to the previous one in terms of  
the reference case for utility data  
(see Table 1). The preferred method  
for measurement of quality of life  
is still the EuroQol-5D (EQ-5D)  
questionnaire, with the new version  
offering five levels in each dimension  
also mentioned in the new guidelines,  
although these guidelines do not  
detail the situations when EQ-5D  
is not available.

METHODS

Literature Review
A review was conducted to identify  
all completed NICE technology  
appraisals for the treatment of  
advanced solid tumours issued  
between 2011 and August 2013. Solid 
tumours were defined as tumours not 
containing cysts or liquid area.13 

Data Extraction
Final appraisal documentations,  
ERG reports, and, where available,  
manufacturer submissions were  
reviewed, and the following data  
were extracted and reviewed. 

table 1
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• Disease area

• Comparators

• ERG

• Issue time of the guidance

• Methods of utility elicitation

• Source of data

•  Utility values used in the base case  
and in sensitivity analyses (both  
those submitted by manufacturers  
and the final versions accepted  
by the Review Committee)

•  Criticisms and overall conclusions  
of the ERG and the Committee

•  Final decision of the committee  
regarding the drugs appraised

Following the most common disease  
pathway for solid tumours, utility  
values were extracted for pre- 
progression (or stable disease) and  
post-progression health states and  
were organised into pre- and post- 
progression pairs. The methods of  
utility estimation have been compared  
against the NICE reference case  
from the 2008 and 2013 NICE  
guidance2,12 (see Table 1). Data  
extracted by one reviewer was  
checked by an additional reviewer.

RESULTS

Twenty-one technology appraisals  
were identified, 2 of which were  
terminated and 19 were extracted.  
There were 17 single technology  
appraisals and 2 MTAs. The  
indications where utility data were  
available were breast cancer, renal  
cell carcinoma, ovarian cancer, lung  
cancer, metastatic colorectal cancer,  
prostate cancer, melanoma, and  
urothelial tract carcinoma. 

All technology appraisals included  
cost-utility models looking at patients  
passing through distinct health states  
(Markov models). These health states  
included, among others:

•  Stable or pre-progression health state  
defined mostly by the progression- 
free survival (PFS) curve

•  Post-progression or progressed  
health state 

•  Death defined by overall survival (OS)

UTILITIES

In the 19 technology appraisals,  
there were 32 sets of complete,  
base case, pre- and post-progression  

utilities reported. Two assessments  
(TA255, TA259) either did not  
report or reported only partial  
utility data. One MTA did not have  
the manufacturer submission for  
one of the comparisons.

The mean utility was 0.747 (standard  
deviation [SD]: 0.06, range: 0.65–0.87) 
and 0.55 (SD: 0.11, range: 0.25–0.79)  
for pre- and post-progression,  
respectively. Among the pre- 
progression utilities, the majority  
of utility values were used for  
patients ages 55–64 (83%); however,  
the utility values were equivalent  
to the values of the general UK  
population ages 75 and older (see  
Table 2). The results were similar  
for the utility values post-progression,  
with a slightly higher age.

Only 28% of utility values followed  
the preferred method of eliciting  
quality of life in the reference case  
presented in both the 2008 and 2013  
guidelines, and were collected with  
the help of the EQ-5D questionnaire  
(see Table 3). More than half of the  
utilities were elicited using direct  
valuation. Among these, standard  
gamble was the most common  

table 2



method (54.31%). The majority of  
these direct preferences were elicited  
from the general population as per  
NICE reference case (see Figure 1).  
The methods used for the elicitation  
of values were similar for utility values  
submitted by the manufacturers and  
the ones used by the ERG and also  
accepted by the Committee. Mapping,  
however, was more common in the  
manufacturer submissions than among  
the values recommended by the ERG  
and the Committee (see Table 3). 

The overwhelming majority of utility  
values came from the literature (60.3%  
and 80.7% pre- and post-progression,  
respectively), including previous  
technology appraisals. More pre- 
progression utilities were available from  
trials compared to post-progression  
values (37.9% and 19.3% pre- and  
post-progression, respectively). 

Although pre- and post-progression  
utilities overlapped, there seems to  
be a trend for post-progression values  
being lower. Utility values from the  

manufacturer submissions and  
recommended by the ERGs or  
Committees are similar, with the latter  
slightly lower (see Figure 2). Values  
were usually held highly uncertain,  
and in 75% of cases a univariate  
sensitivity analysis was conducted.

MOST COMMON CRITICISM  
FROM THE ERG  
OR THE COMMITTEE

Utility values were criticized by both  
ERGs and the Review Committee  
in almost all cases. The most  
common criticisms were regarding  
the methodology and the face  
validity. Criticism regarding the  
methodology included the following:

•  In many cases, the method of  
data collection was described  
in insufficient detail, leading  
to increased uncertainty.

•  Utilities were not collected  
in the clinical trials.

•  Utility data collected in the trials  
was not representative of the  
patients throughout the progression  
of the disease.

•  Utilities in the model were not  
derived according to the NICE  
reference case.

•  Disutilities for adverse events were  
not incorporated into the model.

•  Literature review of utility values  
was not systematic.

Criticism regarding face validity  
centred on 1) doubts if the values  
were representative of the patient  
population evaluated (e.g., in terms  
of age, country, health status;  
and/or 2) the values not reflecting  
the impression and experience  
of the disease or the course of the  
disease in 42% of the technology  
appraisals. Values were compared  
to that of the general population  
and were expected to be significantly  
lower. Differences between pre-  
and post-progression utilities were  
also assessed and criticized if minor.  

table 3
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The expectations also varied  
according to the particular ERG.  
For example, in breast cancer,  
the commonly used source of data  
from Lloyd et al.15 was accepted  
or required by some of the ERGs,  
yet was criticized by another ERG  
for not being in line with the NICE  
reference case.

DISCUSSION

In light of the recent publications  
on the use of utility values in oncology, 
a review of the latest NICE technology 
appraisals of advanced cancer  
treatments was conducted to assess  
the use and elicitation of utility data.  
The results show that in the majority  
of cases the requirements of the NICE 
reference case were not met. EQ-5D  
was used in only 27% of cases,  
and, depending on progression  
status, clinical trials were the main  
source of data in only 19%–38%  
of cases. Although often criticized  
for lack of face validity, on average  
the difference between pre- and  
post-progression utilities was 0.197,  
and on average the values were  
lower than that of the general  
population in the same age group. 

Despite the criticism of the utility  
values from the manufacturer  
submissions, they were very similar  
to the final values recommended  
by ERGs and accepted by the  
Committee, suggesting a lack of  
better alternatives. This was especially 
important for the post-progression  
utilities, where even the values elicited 
according to the NICE reference  
case raised concerns regarding face  
validity. Due to these concerns, the  
values elicited according to the NICE  
reference case were occasionally  
substituted with other types of utilities, 
such as with directly elicited values.

Thus, despite the new NICE guidance  
reinforcing the requirements for utility  
values, the methods used still vary,  
as in the previous finding by Tosh  
et al.10 Meanwhile, the use of the  
EQ-5D is less than half (28%–29%)  
in these recent oncology appraisals  

figure 1
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compared to all therapeutic areas  
assessed prior to 2009 (64%). This  
might be reflective of the concerns  
expressed in recent publications  
about the use of EQ-5D in cancer.

In a 2011 review, Garau et al.7  
assessed utility valuation in oncology,  
with special emphasis on EQ-5D  
in three methodological areas (the  
description of health states, the  
valuation of health states, and whose  
values are taken into account) and  
identified various potential flaws. Due  
to the five dimensions and three levels  
leading to limited number of unique  
health states (243), the EQ-5D lacks  
sensitivity. There is work ongoing  
exploring both the potential increase  
of the number of dimensions11 and  
increasing the number of levels to  
five.16 This, however, poses additional  
questions with regards to complexity  
and the need to evaluate more health  
states. Mapping from cancer-specific  
instruments, such as the Functional  
Assessment of Cancer Therapy (FACT)  
or the European Organisation for  
Research and Treatment of Cancer  
(EORTC) Quality of Life Questionnaire- 
Core 30 (QLQ-C30), have been  
explored to overcome this limitation.8,17  
However, mapping has its own issues.11

In the valuation of the health states  
determined by EQ-5D, one of the key  
issues is the assumption of constant  
proportional trade-off with the time  
trade-off method, i.e., the proportion  
of life expectancy traded off for  
an improvement of quality of life  
is constant for the individuals,  
independent of the length of life  
expectancy. This assumption may  
be violated when life expectancy  
is very short, as among patients  
with advanced cancer.14 There  
is also the issue of the potential  
difference between the valuation  
of the general public and the patients  
themselves. The trade-off, between  
giving sufficient information to the  
general public to allow them to  
assess the health state without bias  
or misunderstanding and the provision  
of too much detail that can elicit  
misconceptions, is an important issue.

Of course, utility values for advanced  
oncology indications collected in  
clinical trials have their own set of  
issues. The timing of the assessment  
can be crucial with regards to  
toxicities.9 Patients are not followed  
up until death regularly; data collection 
often stops soon after treatment  
discontinuation or progression. If they  
are followed-up, there is a very large  
attrition rate in quality of life measures 
even when other measures are  
available. Thus values that represent  
the quality of life of patients toward  
the end of life are usually scarce. 

The use of values from trials in  
classic, three health state Markov  
models also assumes that patient  
quality of life changes after radiologic  
progression. This however may not  
be the case in indications where the  
symptomatic progression happens  
at a much later time point or where  
quality of life changes with the  
discontinuation or switching of  
treatments, rather than progression.

Although the results found in  
the review seem reflective of the  
methodological challenges debated  
in the literature, this study has  
various limitations. Utility values  
or method of elicitation were  
not always available publicly due  
to reporting or confidentiality  
(commercial or academic), and  
these missing data might bias the  
results. The average age of patients  
in the modeled cohorts was not  
available in most cases. Thus the  
median or mean age of patients  
in the clinical trials reported as the  
primary source of the efficacy data  
were used as a proxy. However,  
this might not accurately reflect  
the patient population used in the  
base case of the model. Thus the  
interpretation of these results is  
not straightforward. In addition, the  
precise effect of these uncertainties  
on the decisions (i.e., the link between 
the different aspects of the utilities  
and their acceptance by the  
Committee) has not been explored.

UNCERTAINTY AROUND  

THE UTILITY VALUES  

CONTRIBUTES TO THE  

UNCERTAINTY AROUND  

THE INCREMENTAL  

COST-EFFECTIVENESS  

RATIO IN ONCOLOGY;  

THIS NECESSARILY  

FOCUSES THE ATTENTION  

ON THE METHODOLOGIES  

AND FACE VALIDITY  

OF THESE UTILITY INPUTS.
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CONCLUSIONS

Uncertainty around the utility values  
contributes to the uncertainty around  
the incremental cost-effectiveness  
ratio in oncology; this necessarily  
focuses the attention on the  
methodologies and face validity  
of these utility inputs. Although  
the 2013 NICE methods guidance  
reinforced the need for utilities  
measured in clinical trials with the  
help of the EQ-5D questionnaire from  
patients, methods of elicitation still  
often do not conform to the NICE  
reference case. In the post-progression  

health state, even values elicited  
according to the NICE reference  
case have raised various concerns.  
These concerns regarding the source,  
measurement, and interpretation of  
utility values reflect the recent debates  
regarding the potential challenges  
of using EQ-5D values in oncology  
and stress the importance of  
methodological development. Also,  
although the assessment of utilities  
in advanced oncology indications is  
crucial in terms of cost-effectiveness,  
in many cases it is not incorporated or  
is not incorporated appropriately in the  
design of the Phase 3 clinical trials.  
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